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The Importance of Resilience
Resiliency
....is our ability to adapt and bounce back when things 
don’t go as planned.

Resilient People
.... don’t wallow or dwell on failures; they acknowledge 
the situation, learn from their mistakes and then move 
forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many famous people whose fortitude and resilience meant that they refused to be beaten and despite some really dire circumstances pulled themselves back to success.Any examples – Walt Disney, Coln Sanders, HJ Heinz, Henry Ford, Thomas Edison found thousands of ways not to invent things before he was successful. His resilience produced some amazing inventions, (telegraph motion pictures).Our resilience working in the 3rd sector may not mean overcoming bankruptcy as those I mentioned however even if not a naturally resilient person we can learn to develop a resilient mindset and attitude.To do so successfully means we have to focus on our wellbeing 



WELLBEING,
SELF CARE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our wellbeing and self care is the foundation upon which our resilience is built.Workers well-being is a key factor in determining an organisation's long-term effectiveness. Many studies show a direct link between productivity levels and the general health and well-being of the workforce. Having the strength to be resilient , to fight back from adversity, to deal with the knock backs, not getting the funding, not increasing or growing our donors or customers relies on our states of mind and ability to be present.We will spend the next hour or so considering what we can do as fundraisers or income generators to sustain our physical and psychological selves.ASK –OK, so I have mentioned Wellbeing a number of times but what is it?ASK – what is the definition of “wellbeing”So what is the 



WELLBEING
Definition:- Oxford Dictionary

The state of being comfortable, 
healthy or happy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READThere is much discourse about wellbeing but what does it mean to charity employees in the real worldHands up you lucky people if you already regularly feel these things in relation to your role.So we all need to be mindful about our health and happiness, our physical and psychological  selvesI don’t know the technical details of your roles however I do know



BLOODY
HARD WORK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…. That it is hard work.In fact I know that it is -  clickAbout a year ago I heard that approx. 1/3 of people working in our sector were looking to leave it.The sector is under enormous pressure delivering services in the face of reduced income especially from local authorities where significant cuts continue to be made.So we acknowledge that there are sector pressuresASK – but what about the pressures you are under – where does it come from??   WAIT FOR RESPONSESINTERNAL/EXTERNALTEAM, BOARD, BENEFICIARIESSELF



• BE PERFECT
High quality output, thorough, reliable

• HURRY UP
Achiever, be task orientated, get things done, be busy

• TRY HARD
Be enthusiastic, put in lots of effort, welcome new
challenges

• PLEASE PEOPLE
Put other's need before your own

• BE STRONG
Self-sufficient, helpful, calm, logical, reliable under pressure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps these are some of the pressures we consciously or subconciouisly place on our own headsGO THROUGH THE POINTS – ANY OTHERSThis is the face we present to the world.Sometimes behind the veil we are struggling to various degrees. Trying to deal with any set backs whilst in this mind set starts to have a negative affect on us.Also the external pressures – people looking in from the outside – judging us.Recent press – seems to be a joy in berating and questioning our ethics:--- we have the audacity to take a salary. Their view seems to be that in the 3rd sector people are amateurs and therefore pay if at all should not be an issue. I.E don’t get paidThe prevailing argument in the commercial sector is that decent salaries are needed to attract highly qualified people. Not realising that professionals are needed in a highly specialised and demanding field.-We know our sector is propping society up, needed more than ever.  Beneficiaries not just thriving through the services provided, in many cases they are being kept alive.So the pressure felt by those tasked with bringing the money in is enormous as services cannot be provided without it.Have you heard of Kevin Carter – South African photo journalist covered the Famine in Sudan in 1993.Going to show you a photograph he took at that time



Click to add text

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The little girl and the vultureThis image caused a sensation. People outrages that this could happen called on their governments to “do something”Used in posters for raising funds.Enormous amounts of money was raised for humanitarian projects in Sudan,Won a Pulitzer prize.Then tide turned, - why not help the child or drive the vulture away – Voyeur. With other personal issues and the affects of what he had witnessed and the backlash questioning his motives he committed suicide at the age of 33 despite having a young daughter.You may not have a Pullitzer winning image to galvanise activists, disruptors, donors. However you do produce images and stories and case studies  of the experiences of yur beneficiaries. You listen to stories of :-LonlinessHopelessnessHungerSexual/domestic abuseViolenceFearAngerYou absorb the details – why????      To relay the stories to prospective donors, funders, companies that give grants, new trustees.Whether successful in getting the income or not, on each occasion it gets internalised. Because it is straight back to the TO DO listWe have to look after ourselves. How to feel. Be resilient when we feel the weight of the task. Guilt if not successful. Perhaps cannot provide th lvel of service wished or have to turn people away.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talked about personal and external pressureASK – What is the human condition that has such a huge impact on our well being.STRESSSTAND Up – think of stressful situation dealing with now or in the pastTry to feel or recall how you felt physically. What happens to your body when you become stressedTell the person next to you if they haven’t turned green.Physical and emotional feelings



Symptoms of Stress
Physical symptoms
•Eczema
•Changes in heart rate
•Muscle tension
•Increased sweating
•Nausea
•Butterflies in stomach
•Reduced immune system
Emotional symptoms
•Negative or depressive feeling
•Disappointment with yourself
•Increased emotional reactions – more tearful or sensitive or 

aggressive
•Loneliness, withdrawn
•Loss of motivation commitment and confidence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Were these some of the symptom expressedME IBSWhat abut the emotional feelings -- READ



Symptoms of Stress
Mental
•Confusion, indecision
•Can’t concentrate 
•Poor memory

Changes from your normal behaviour
•Changes in eating habits
•Increased smoking, drinking or drug taking ‘to cope’
•Mood swings effecting your behaviour
•Changes in sleep patterns
•Twitchy, nervous behaviour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SOME – do any of these reflect your personal experience on occasion



Pressure/Performance Relationship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we are experiencing those symptons through stress the relationship between pressure and performance get skewed.The impact on our performance if we are managers and leaders of others can have a serious affect.What we have considered is here – HIGH STRESSWE need stress – good stress – an be a motivator a force for good.Good stress makes us resilient. Activists impacting our goals and the goals of the organisation – builds resilienceWhen we are stressed one of the things we forget to do – WHAT??Forget to breathe properly. Tend to breathe quickly and shallow.. Fight between adrenalin and oxygen.Stand up – hands on diaframDo exercise.Need oxygen in our blood, muscles, heart and brainMorning excercie – start woth clear headFocus on goals – 1 o2 things want to achievee that day



DO SOMETHING

Take Action



Action
What will I do to take control?

5 year study – University of Georgia
100 people

100 years of age
4 common characteristics of resilience



Negative thoughts

• I’m no good at this
• I’ll never be able to do that
• I feel bad about what I did/said
• I missed an opportunity again
• Oh no it’s …. 
• I must, I have to, I should ….



From Inner Critic to Inner Coach

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://practicaleq.typepad.com/.a/6a00d83428066753ef010536592ca3970c-800wi&imgrefurl=http://practicaleq.typepad.com/practicaleq/2008/12/influence-develop-your-confidence-3-switching-submodalities-on-the-inner-critic.html&usg=__JBRzgFhytzbUt4nOMSQ3TigHvxI=&h=298&w=274&sz=65&hl=en&start=60&tbnid=l_44miJq-BV0GM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=107&prev=/images?q%3Dinner%2Bcritic%26gbv%3D2%26ndsp%3D20%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26start%3D40
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://assets.sbnation.com/assets/3740/underdog.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.brightsideofthesun.com/2008/12/5/682447/embrace-your-inner-underdo&usg=__LZdNBVd-8Qui180Gyhq7OTO1Pg4=&h=397&w=366&sz=21&hl=en&start=164&tbnid=t0wqErZ2jPam3M:&tbnh=124&tbnw=114&prev=/images?q%3Dinner%2Bcoach%26gbv%3D2%26ndsp%3D20%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26start%3D160


From Inner Critic to Inner Coach

• Step 1:Figure out what you want to accomplish

• Step 2: Set yourself up to meet your goal

• Step 3: Remove obstacles and problem solve

• Step 4: Reward your success.
Dr. Irina Kerzhnerman



THE 
HUMAN 
ONION
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Values

Influenced from early on in our

childhood – by the ‘big’ people.

Attitudes and Beliefs

Influenced by our values

Feelings

An internal response, related to 

our attitudes and beliefs

Behaviour

An external reaction to all

of the above 



Emotional Intelligence (EQ)



•A ction
•C onnections
•E njoyment



Some days it is OK if you 
only help one person
And some days it is OK if 
that person is you.



IF YOU ALWAYS DO , WHAT YOU 
ALWAYS DID,

… YOU WILL ALWAYS GET, 
WHAT YOU ALWAYS GOT



Eileen Browne

Training Consultant

Directory of Social Change

07508 939 668

ebrowne@dsc.org.uk

www.dsc.org.uk

Thank You 
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